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Some Uses of Eclipses in 

Early Modem Chronology 

Anthony Grafton 

In 1628 the Roman diplomatic community chattered not only about poli- 
tics and religion but also about celestial portents. An eclipse of the moon took 

place in January, one of the sun in December. Astrologers predicted the death 
of the reigning Pope, Urban VIII. Frightened, he both published a bull forbid- 

ding such predictions and, under the guidance of Tommaso Campanella, car- 
ried out rituals to avert their evil effects. Hidden in a sealed room, the two men 

hung white cloths, sprinkled rose-vinegar, and lit candles and torches to repre- 
sent the luminaries and the planets. They listened to Jovial and Venereal music, 
handled stones and other objects connected with the same beneficent planets, 
and drank liquors distilled by astrological principles. The pope survived the 
astral menace-though he and his successors continued to fear both the malign 
influence of the stars and the astrologers whose predictions of the future car- 
ried a strong whiff of subversive journalism.' 

Few practices of the seventeenth-century ecclesia triumphans had paral- 
lels in the sixteenth-century ecclesia reformata of Wittenberg. But these did. If 

Philipp Melanchthon scanned the skies with special concern when reports of 
comets reached him, even Martin Luther, who normally scorned astrological 
predictions, admitted that eclipses were "evil omens and portents, as are mon- 
strous births." He also believed that they were happening more frequently than 
ever before in his own day-one sign among many that the end of time was 

approaching.2 Melanchthon's son-in-law, Caspar Peucer, eloquently described 

See D.P. Walker, Spiritual and Demonic Magic from Ficino to Campanella (London, 
1958; repr. Notre Dame, 1975), 205-12; and see Germana Ernst, Religione, ragione e natura : 
ricerche su Tommaso Campanella e il tardo Rinascimento (Milan, 1991); Brendan Dooley, 
Morandi 's Last Prophecy and the End of Renaissance Politics (Princeton, N.J., 2002). 

2 See A. Warburg, "Pagan-Antique Prophecy in Words and Images in the Age of Luther 
(1920)," The Renewal of Pagan Antiquity, tr. D. Britt, ed. K.W. Forster (Santa Monica, 1999), 
597-697; R. Briggs, Prophecy and Gnosis (Stanford, 1988). Luther's belief that eclipses were 
becoming more frequent may well have been connected with the influential prediction, based in 
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214 Anthony Grafton 

the power of eclipses in his 1553 Commentary on the Chief Forms ofDivina- 
tion: "We can see with our own eyes what vicissitudes [two recent] eclipses of 
the sun and moon, especially that of the sun, have caused for the empire, what 
disturbances they have provoked, what changes and quarrels they have por- 
tended for the realm of religion"-not to mention the drought that the solar one 
had caused in the proceeding year, which dried the deepest swamps and caused 
fresh fruit to rot.3 At all times, Peucer believed, men had found eclipses terrify- 
ing, "foreseeing, through a secret sense of nature, the disasters that would fol- 
low."4 At the political and confessional extremes of early modem Europe, and 
at many points between, men read eclipses as signs of victory or disaster, por- 
tents of a future that made them tremble with joy, horror, or both. 

This paper concerns itself with a different and much less dramatic way of 

reading eclipses, one that also flourished in early modem Europe, and also 
crossed geographical and denomination borders. In 1590 Heinrich Biinting pre- 
sented Heinrich Julius, Lutheran bishop of Halberstadt, with what he called a 
"a certain chronology and account of time, from the beginning of the world to 
the present." He described his work as compiled from more than two hundred 
works of history and "confirmed, in particular, by the Prutenic calculation," 
that is, by the 1551 Prutenic Tables of Erasmus Reinhold, the first to be based 
on the work of Copernicus.5 

Biinting's book was only one of the many massive treatises on chronology 
that appeared in the second half of the sixteenth century. Like most of its rivals, 
it offered a detailed chronicle of human history, one that wove together strands 
of biblical and pagan, near eastern and western history. Like most of them, too, 

part on the frequency of eclipses and ecliptic conjunctions, that a second Flood would take place 
in 1524--a prediction Luther himself treated with scorn when no Flood took place. See "Astrologi 
hallucinati ": Stars and the End of the World in Luther 's Time, ed. P. Zambelli (New York, 1986); 
O. Niccoli, Prophecy and People in Renaissance Italy, tr. L.G. Cochrane (Princeton, 1990); and 
P. Zambelli, "Der Himmel iiber Wittenberg: Luther, Melanchthon, und andere Beobachter von 
Cometen," Annali dell'Istituto Storico Italo-Germanico in Trento, 20 (1994), 39-62. 

3 C. Peucer, Commentarius depraecipuis divinationum generibus (Wittenberg, 1553), 290': 
"Quas attulerint imperio vicissitudines, quosque concitarint tumultus, quos portenderint religioni 
opinionum motus ac dissensiones, utrique defectus, conspicamur oculis, Solis praesertim ..." 

4 Ibid., 289 v: "Quid de Luminum dicam deliquiis? ... quorum tristi deformique aspectu 
omni tempore hominum animi conterriti expaverunt trepidaruntque, occulto scilicet sensu naturae 
praesagientes sequutura damna?" 

5 H. Biinting, manuscript letter of dedication to Heinrich Julius, in Biinting, Chronologia 
(Magdeburg, 1590), Wolfenbiittel, Herzog August Bibliothek 61 Hist. 20, tipped in: "Dieser 
Ursachen wegen, habe Jch nun etzliche viele Jar an einander, mich h6hestes meines vermiigens 
darinnen getibet, das Jch in lateinischer Sprache, ein Theologicum, Mathematicum, und 
Historicum opus anrichten, und also eine gewisse Chronologiam und zeitbeschreibung, von 
anbegin der Welt, bis auff gegenwertige zeit, aus heiliger Gottlicher Schrifft, und mehr den 
zweyhundert historien Biichern, zusamen tragen, und durch die astronomische Rechnung, 
insonderheit aber durch den calculum Prutenicum gantz eigentlich confirmiren, darthun und 
erweisen miichte." 
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The Uses of Historical Evidence 215 

it included detailed analyses of the ancient calendars, Hebrew, Greek, Latin, 
and Egyptian.6 Biinting took pride in these features of his book, normal though 
they were. But he also called attention to another special attribute of his "theo- 

logical, mathematical, and historical work": its "many fine astronomical pic- 
tures."7 These carefully engraved images of the sun and moon represented the 

eclipses that had accompanied many historical events. Based on long and ex- 
acting astronomical computations, they offered not just generalized icons of 
the sun and moon, but precise assessments of the degree of fullness each eclipse 
had reached, its duration, and its visibility. To this day eclipses provide histori- 
ans with the best tool they have for fixing the absolute dates of events in an- 
cient and medieval history. Biinting's canon of eclipses, which ran from 770 BC 

down to modem times, was the lineal ancestor of the eclipse canons compiled 
in the last two centuries by Theodor von Oppolzer, Friedrich Ginzel, and D. 
Justin Schove, or which form part of every ancient and medieval historian's 
normal toolbox.8 

While living and working in a hotbed of celestial hermeneutics, the Holy 
Roman Empire of the late sixteenth century, Biinting treated eclipses as facts 
like any other, except that they were more certain. He made clear to readers that 
he laid such emphasis on eclipses not because of their symbolic import but 
because of their quantitative certainty: "I had to examine the eclipses of the sun 
and moon," he wrote, "and observations of other celestial motions. For they 
reveal chronological intervals with absolute precision. Two forms of computa- 
tion are the most certain of all: that which is undertaken with sacred scripture, 
and that which is undertaken through the intervals of eclipses. If authors dis- 
agree with one another, you should see which of them agrees more properly 
with the chronological interval revealed by the eclipses. You will find it safest 
to follow him."9 Even the most reliable ancient texts, in other words, required 
the confirmation of the heavens; and eclipses, which could be dated not only to 
the year and day, but to the hour and moment, provided this in its most precise 
form. 

6 See Anthony Grafton, Joseph Scaliger (Oxford, 1983-93), II. 

7 Biinting, dedicatory letter to Henrich Julius: "Welches Werk nun durch Gottes gnedige 
Verleihung im Druck verfertiget, und mit viel sch6nen picturis astronomicis ... inwendig gezieret 
und geschmiicket ist worden." 

8 T. von Oppolzer, Canon der Finsternisse, Denkschriften der Kaiserlichen Akademie der 
Wissenschaften, math.-naturwiss. KI., 52 (Vienna, 1887; repr. 0. Gingerich, New York, 1962); 
F.K. Ginzel, Handbuch der mathematischen und technischen Chronologie (Leipzig, 1906-14), 
vol. II; D.J. Schove, Chronology of Eclipses and Comets, AD 1-1000 (Woodbridge and Dover, 
1984). 

9 Biinting, Chronologia, Praefatio, 1v: "Quarto examinandae erant eclipses Solis et Lunae, 
aliorumque motuum coelestium observationes, illae enim ad amussim intervalla temporum 
monstrant. Duae enim computationes sunt omnium certissimae, quae videlicet per sacram 
scripturam, et deinde per eclipsium etiam intervalla suscipitur. Et si autores inter se discrepent, 
videndum quis eorum cum intervallo temporis, quod eclipses monstrant, rectius consentiat. eum 
sequaris tutissimum erit." 
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216 Anthony Grafton 

Theorists of the ars historica, like ambitious chroniclers, proclaimed the 
historical uses of astronomical data-but made little use of them in practice.10 
Jean Bodin's Methodus adfacilem historiarum cognitionem of 1566 called for 
the creation of a rigorous chronology. He noted that Ptolemy and other astrono- 
mers could give precise information about the movements of the planets, be- 

ginning with the accession of Nabonassar to the throne of Babylon on 26 Feb- 

ruary 747 BC." Yet he used no dated eclipses or planetary observations in his 
own efforts to sort out the differing computations of the chronologers, and he 

juggled lengths of reigns and sums of years as chroniclers had done for millen- 
nia. 

Biinting, by contrast, suited his action to his word. His canon of eclipses 
rested on precise study of the main ancient work on astronomy, Ptolemy's 
Almagest, as well as of more modem works like Reinhold's tables. He listed 
the lunar and solar eclipses Ptolemy mentioned and added others he had come 
across in the ancient historians. For each he provided precise dates, not only in 
the Egyptian calendar used by Ptolemy and other astronomers, but also con- 
verted into the Julian ecclesiastical calendar used in sixteenth-century Europe. 
He dated these backwards and forwards from the beginning of the Christian era 

(a practice created not, as is often said, in the seventeenth century, but by mo- 
nastic chroniclers, and applied fairly often in such popular works of the later 
Middle Ages as Werner Rolewinck's Fasciculus temporum).12 And he connected 
these absolutely dated appearances in the skies to human events that floated 

loosely in the ancient sources, located only by season or by regnal year. Pre- 

cisely dated eclipses offered fixed points for the conception of Romulus and 
Remus, the death of Romulus, the eclipse of Thales, the passage of Xerxes into 
Greece, and the first, eighth, and last years of the Peloponnesian War.13 A table 
will give some sense of his achievement: 

10 J. Lucidus Samotheus, Opusculum de emendationibus temporum (Venice, 15462), 
Prooemium, 2 r: "adhibita etiam Astronomica computatione: quae huic negocio plurimum confert: 
emendationes temporum... descripsimus." 

11 J. Bodin, Methodus adfacilem historiarum cognitionem, cap. 8, in Artis historicaepenus, 
ed. J. Wolf (2 vols.; Basel, 1579), vol. I, 341: "hos igitur [sc. the later Jewish chronologers who 
stated that Persia had had only five rulers] refellere necesse est, tum losippi ac Philonis auctoritate; 
turn etiam orbium coelestium motu, cuius certa radix est apud Ptolomaeum in libris magnae 
constructionis, a Nabonassaris dominatu, unde Astrologi, cum nihil habeant in suis observationibus 
antiquius, incipere consueverunt" (Methodfor the Easy Comprehension ofHistory, tr. B. Reynolds 
[New York, 1945; repr. New York, 1969], 331). 

12 A. Klempt, Die Sdkularisierung der welthistorischen Auffassung (G6ttingen, 1963); A.- 
D. von den Brincken, "Beobachtungen zum Aufkommen der retrospektiven Inkamationsdira," 
Archivfiir Diplomatik, 25 (1979), 1-20; von den Brincken, Historische Chronologie des 
Abendlandes (Stuttgart, 2000), 6. 

13 Biinting, Chronologia, fols. 63 r-v, 68 r-70r, 71 r-72 r, 77 r-', 82 v-84 ', 88 r-v, 94 r-, 96 r-v, 98 r 

99', 108 '-109', 110 -', 113 '-114 '. 
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The Uses of Historical Evidence 217 

Table: Heinrich Biinting ' Canon of Early Historical Eclipses 

Date Type Event/Source 
5 May 770 BC solar conception of Romulus and 

Remus 
19 March 721 BC lunar year 1 of Mardocempad 
8 March 720 BC lunar year 2 of Mardocempad 
1 September 720 BC lunar year 2 of Mardocempad 
26 May 715 BC solar death of Romulus 
21 April 621 BC lunar year 5 of Nabopollassar 
28 May 585 BC solar eclipse of Thales 
1 October 583 Bc solar an eclipse soon after Thales' 
16 July 523 BC lunar Ptolemy Almagest 5.14 
19 November 502 BC lunar Ptolemy Almagest 4.8 
25 April 491 BC lunar reign of Darius 
19 April 481 BC solar eclipse of Xerxes 
3 August 431 BC solar year 1 of Peloponnesian war 
21 March 424 BC solar year 8 of Peloponnesian war 
3 September 404 BC solar year 27 of Peloponnesian war 
23 December 383 BC lunar Ptolemy Almagest 4.11 
18 June 382 BC lunar Ptolemy Almagest 4.11 
12 December 382 BC lunar Ptolemy Almagest 4.11 
20 September 331 BC lunar eclipse of Gaugamela 

Biinting's dates and identifications sometimes differ slightly from modem ones. 
But anyone who owned a copy of his work could navigate the history of the 
first millennium BCE by chronological landmarks that an ancient historian would 
still recognize today. 

Even chronologers who did not agree with Biinting on all technical points 
admitted his proficiency. Twenty years after Biinting wrote, Seth Calvisius, 
cantor of the Thomas School at Leipzig and deft astronomer and mathemati- 
cian, found himself rebuked by the Jean theologian Elias Reusner for venturing 
to interpret the scriptures even though he lacked a theological union card. 
Reusner tried to prove that Calvisius and Biinting disagreed on vital points, and 
therefore deserved no credence. He himself showed little technical command 
of the issues at stake, and described Biinting's crisp diagrams in terms that 
would have made their author weep with frustration: "he explains this," Reusner 
wrote at one point, "with many lines, circles, and figures, which I omit for the 
present."14 Calvisius replied in a severely superior mode. Reusner, he argued, 

14 E. Reusner, Septem illustrium quaestionum historicarum enucleatio (Jena, 1609), 10 (on 
the date of the Creation itself, not a point on which eclipse dates could offer much enlighten- 
ment): "... ut Buntingus in Isagoge sua Chronologica pag. 6. et 7. multis lineis, circulis et figuris 
explicat: haec inquam omnia in praesentiarum omitto." 
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218 Anthony Grafton 

hoped to "spread disagreement among the chronologers who apply astronomi- 
cal computations," and by doing so to disseminate his own incorrect views 
undetected. But his conduct was as pointless as it was shameless. "Chronologers 
cannot disagree on these epochs which have a celestial character [marker], but 
show with unanimous consent both that you have erred and that you have se- 
duced the young in chronological matters."" Reusner claimed that he had never 
bothered "to compute celestial motions." "But chronology," rejoined Calvisius, 
"is nothing but the computation of celestial motions."16 Like Biinting, Calvisius 
meant by this the computation of eclipses, as his own massive, precise, and still 
valuable Opus chronologicum made clear.'7 Those who could pay this techni- 
cal price of entrance-so he, Biinting, and many other chronologers agreed- 
had no business pretending to do chronology. 

Though these men were all Protestants, moreover, the leading Catholic 

chronologer of the time, the Jesuit Denys Petau, agreed with them on this fun- 
damental point of method. He used eclipse dates recorded by Thucydides in 

years of the Olympic epoch to fix not only the dates of the Peloponnesian War, 
but also that of the first Olympic Games itself.'" Only when Petau could not tie 

particular eclipse dates with security to events did he prefer "the testimony of 
the most serious authors to celestial observation."19 Eclipses, in other words, 
played an essential role in technical chronology, and from the late sixteenth 

century onwards, until that useful discipline was itself eclipsed by other, more 

appealing approaches to the ancient world. Though they continued to be seen 
as portents, moreover, not only by peasants and urban laborers, but also by 
educated men and women, in chronology they had come to play a different 
role: that of precise, dateable benchmarks, which revealed not the hand of di- 
vine providence but the numbers of years and days between a given era-like 

15 S. Calvisius, in E. Reusner, De epistola chronologica Sethi Calvisii ad candidum lectorem 
brevis commonitio (Erfurt, 1610), B v-B 2r: "Sed stratagemate ingenioso hoc uti voluisti, ut si 
dissidia inter Chronologos, qui calculum Astronomicum adhibent, sereres, tu interim cum tuis 
erroribus in eorum dissidiis delitesceres: Sed frustra hoc est. Chronologi hi in hisce epochis, 
quae characterem coelestem habent dissidere non possunt, sed unanimi consensu te et errasse et 
juventutem in Chronologicis seduxisse manifestissime demonstrant. Epocha autem mundi 
characterem coelestem non habet, sed tantum politicum, qui est annorum Sabbathicorum, quem 
si Buntingus mordicus retinuisset, commento Funciano seductus non esset. Sed haec discrepantia 
in annis Mundi nihil derogat veritati in reliquis epochis." 

'6 Ibid., B2 r: "Ego vero non video, quomodo non aliquam existimationi tuae labem aspergas 
hac tua asseveratione. Nam hactenus professus es te Chronologum esse, et juventutem in 
Chronologicis recte instituisse, et aberrantes vere redarguisse. Jam vero negas, te motus coelestes 
numerare didicisse. Atqui Chronologia nihil aliud est, nisi numeratio motuum coelestium ... ." 

17 See Grafton, Scaliger, II, 606, 613, 678, 721, 727, 731. 
18 D. Petau, Rationarium temporum (2 vols.; Leiden, 1724), II.iii. 1, II, 104-5; II.iii. 11, ibid., 

126-27. 
19 Ibid., II.i.3, ibid., II, 108, on the eclipses that supposedly accompanied the conception of 

Romulus and the founding of Rome. 
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The Uses of Historical Evidence 219 

that of the Olympic games-and the events they accompanied. Long before 

eclipses lost their theoretical standing as signs, they had mutated in one kind of 
learned practice into facts of a particular, undramatic kind. 

Not many scholars have taken an interest in the development of the more 
technical aspects of historical method, and those who have done so have gener- 
ally offered one explanation-a rather traditional and even hagiographical one- 
for the rise of a new chronological scholarship. Joseph Scaliger-so the deeply- 
informed Curt Wachsmuth wrote in 1895-"was the founder of technical chro- 

nology, in both the theoretical and technical sense and in its practical applica- 
tion to history."20 Friedrich Ginzel, author of what remains the most detailed 
and systematic handbook of chronology, agreed: "Joseph Scaliger (1540-1609) 
should be seen as the founder of technical chronology. In his Opus_novum de 
emendatione temporum (Paris, 1583; corrrected edition, 1598; best edition, 
Geneva, 1629) he laid out the main lines of the mathematical and technical 

chronology of different peoples, and in the Thesaurus temporum (Leiden, 1606; 
enlarged edition, Amsterdam, 1658) he provided a more general treatment of 
the same material as well as a description of the ancient eras."21 Evidently, 
then, Scaliger brought the new form of chronology into being with one sover- 

eign work. It is not surprising that this view, simple though it is, gained-and 
kept-currency. The greatest authority on the field, Jacob Bernays, had said as 
much in his biography of Scaliger, which appeared in 1855. And Scaliger's 
works, which offered few explicit references to any predecessors, were in any 
case the earliest ones to form part of the equipment of a good seminar library 
for ancient history. No further explanation for the creation of a new method 
seemed necessary; nor was any exploration of the connections, if any, between 
the use of eclipses to date events in the past and the use of them to predict 
events in the future. After all, Scaliger, as Bernays had shown, had studied with 
the great philologists of his time at Paris and Valence. He had lived and worked 
as a young man with brilliant young jurists like Jacques-Auguste de Thou, whose 
historical work, like his, would set new standards in the decades to come. And 
he established himself, as a grizzled veteran scholar, at the most thrusting and 
innovative university in Europe, at Leiden, where his pupils included Hugo 
Grotius. It was only natural that Scaliger mastered the tools of classical as- 
tronomy and applied them to the study of history, which he made his vocation. 
In an age of encyclopedias and encyclopedic claims, of disciplines that claimed 
to offer the keys to all the kingdoms of knowledge, chronology covered a wider 
range than most, and offered perhaps more opportunities than any other field 
for the display of extravagant erudition and divinatory virtuosity. No wonder 
that Scaliger became hooked on the challenge of this uniquely complex field, 

20 C. Wachsmuth, Einleitung in das Studium der Alten Geschichte (Leipzig, 1895), 10. 
21 Ginzel, Handbuch, I, 54-55. 
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220 Anthony Grafton 

or that this lonely genius managed to revolutionize it by transforming cosmic 

portents into chronological benchmarks. 
In fact, however, Scaliger himself, for all the spurts of malice he directed at 

incompetent predecessors and foolish contemporaries, never claimed that he 
was the first to combine astronomy with philology. Throughout his De 
emendatione temporum he insisted that he was reviving an ancient method, not 

devising a new one. As early as the fourth century BC, Scaliger believed, Ephorus 
of Cyme had anticipated his effort to fix the dates of past events by their place 
in long-term calendrical cycles.22 Herodotus had connected Xerxes's departure 
from Sardis to a solar eclipse.23 Cicero's contemporary Varro had adumbrated 

Scaliger's practices even more precisely. Trying to date the founding of Rome, 
he had learned that, as Plutarch reported i11 his life of Romulus (12), an eclipse 
of the sun had taken place at the same time. Plutarch dated this eclipse to Olym- 
piad 6.3, 754/3 BC.24 But Scaliger, noting that no visible solar eclipse had taken 

place then, decided that Varro must have had in mind the one that fell in 750 

BC.25 Ancient chronological scholarship, in Scaliger's view, had already em- 
braced the use of astronomical evidence, including dated eclipses. Like Vesalius, 
who saw himself as reviving an ancient approach to anatomy, and the engineers 
who saw themselves as recreating the methods and achievements ofArchimedes, 
Scaliger helped to forge a new discipline in the firm belief that he was bringing 
an old one back to life.26 

Scaliger called readers' attention to one especially dramatic and fascinat- 

ing moment in the history of ancient scholarship. Varro-so Cicero and Plutarch 
told the story-decided that he could fix the dates of Romulus's life only by 
having recourse to a friendly astrologer, Lucius Tarrutius of Firmum. He asked 
Tarrutius to draw up a horoscope for Romulus, on the basis of his known char- 
acteristics-to carry out a retrospective astrological character analysis of the 
founder of Rome. Tarrutius obligingly established a date for Romulus's con- 

ception, noting that it coincided with a total eclipse of the sun, which took 

place on the 23rd day of the Egyptian month of Choiac in Olympiad 2, 1, or, in 
more familiar terms. 24 April 750 BC.27 

22 J.J. Scaliger, Opus novum de emendatione temporum (Paris, 1583), 14, 206-7. 
23 Ibid., 222-23, quoting Herodotus 7.37. 
24 Olympiad years are reckoned in groups of 4, beginning with Olympiad 1.1 (776/75 BCE). 

Traditionally they are taken to begin and end around the summer solstice-for example, on 1 
July. 

25 Ibid., 214. 
26 See Anthony Grafton, "Tradition and Technique in Historical Chronology," Ancient His- 

tory and the Antiquarian: Essays in Memory ofArnaldo Momigliano, ed. Michael Crawford and 
C.R. Ligota (London, 1995), 15-31. 

27 Cicero, De divinatione 2.98-9; Plutarch, Romulus 12; Solinus 1.18; John Lydus, De 
mensibus, Planudean recension, 1.14; Manilius 4.773-7. See P. Brind-Amour, Le calendrier romain 
(Ottawa, 1983), 240-49, and Noel Swerdlow and Anthony Grafton, "Technical Chronology and 
Astrological History in Varro, Censorinus and Others," Classical Quarterly, new series 35 (1985), 
454-65. 
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In this first case of eclipse-based chronological argument, evidently, retro- 

spective use of astronomical and astrological evidence and a belief in the por- 
tentousness of eclipses went together. Tarrutius presumably knew that a portent 
must have accompanied Romulus's conception or birth. So he computed the 
date of a convenient eclipse and inferred that it announced the conception of 
the founder of Rome. Given the neatness of this solution to Varro's problem, it 
seems a pity that the celestial event Tarrutius picked out was not an eclipse but 
one of two ecliptic syzygies, a month apart, neither of them visible at Rome. At 
all events, Scaliger knew perfectly well, and expected his readers to know, that 

chronology and astrology had lain, like twins, in the same ancient cradle. No 
wonder that he first discussed Tarrutius's work with Romulus not in his chro- 

nology, but in his earlier commentary on the Roman astrological poet Manilius.28 
What Scaliger did not say, however, matters more than what he eagerly 

revealed. The revival of astronomy and related fields that took place in the 

Holy Roman Empire from the fifteenth century onwards had rested on efforts 
to combine scientific with philological studies. Astronomers like Joannes 

Regiomontanus began their effort to restore their discipline by collecting, emend- 

ing, and explicating the classic works of Hellenistic and Imperial science. The 
famous, unrealized publication program that Regiomontanus devised for his 

press in Nuremberg was intended to include critical editions and accurate trans- 
lations of Ptolemy's Almagest, by far the most important source for dated eclipse 
observations, and other technical works as well.29 He and his successors were 
naturally drawn into discussions of other ancient texts, and of non-scientific 

problems in ancient history. It did not take them long to see that modem as- 
tronomers-like their ancient colleague Tarrutius-had something vital to of- 
fer students of ancient and medieval history. Regiomontanus debated the chro- 

nology of the life of Jesus with a colleague in Ferrara, Bianchini. And Co- 
pernicus-whose De revolutionibus orbium coelestium rested on Regio- 
montanus's Epitome of the Almagest-followed his brilliant predecessor in 
devoting considerable attention to chronology. He noted that the reign of the 
Babylonian king Nabonassar, from whose accession in 747 BC Ptolemy dated 
astronomical observations, coincided with that of "Salmanassar, king of the 
Chaldeans among the historical writers." He thus offered a false identification 
that would beguile scholars for a generation.30 But he also showed scholars the 

28 Scaliger, Commentarius et castigationes, in M. Manilii Astronomicon libri quinque, ed. 
Scaliger (Paris, 1578/79), 243 on 4.776. 

29 See Noel Swerdlow, "The Recovery of the Exact Sciences of Antiquity: Mathematics, 
Astronomy, Geography," Rome Reborn, ed. Anthony Grafton (Washington, D.C., 1993), 135-68. 

30 N. Copernicus, De revolutionibus orbium coelestium libri VI (Nuremberg, 1543), 85r; see 
N. Swerdlow and 0. Neugebauer, Mathematical Astronomy in Copernicus 's De revolutionibus 
(New York, 1984), 186-88; Anthony Grafton, "Editing Technical Neo-Latin Texts: Two Cases 
and Their Implications," Editing Greek and Latin Texts, ed. J. Grant (New York, 1989). 
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way to connect ancient history with classical astronomy-a way that Protes- 
tants, Catholics, and Jews would follow for decades to come. The Jewish 

chronologer and theologian Azaria de' Rossi, the nominal French Catholic (and 
secret religious radical) Jean Bodin and the austere Calvinist Scaliger disagreed 
on many points of faith and doctrine. But they agreed in seeing ancient history 
as a massive structure precariously balanced, like a pyramid standing on its 
own vertex, on the accession date of Nabonassar. 

Even before 1543, when Copernicus's unique provocative book appeared, 
scholars had begun to build chronological arguments around the dated eclipses 
that could provide them with a uniquely hard core of indisputable fact. In 1540, 
Petrus Apianus published his massive, visually spectacular Astronomicum 
Caesareum-a magnificent work that not only explicated the Ptolemaic sys- 
tem of the universe, but also recreated the individual planetary models with 

temptingly beautiful paper volvelles, which enabled readers to trace the motion 
of the planets, sun, and moon mechanically. Apianus treated solar and lunar 
eclipses in detail. After noting the imprecision of normal histories, he pointed 
out that his favorite studies could correct them: "Only knowledge of eclipses 
can amend this great evil and restore it to a better state. By eclipses, after all, all 
events can be fixed to precise years, before Christ no less than after him."31 

With malice aforethought, Apianus chose a prominent case in point on which 
to elaborate. Most Protestant historians followed the prophecy of Daniel and 
divided history into the reigns of four great empires, Assyrian, Persian, Greek, 
and Roman, the last of them still in existence. The turning point in this scheme- 
the point where history reached its dramatic halftime-was the moment when 
Alexander the Great defeated Darius the Persian, and empire passed from east 
to west. Albrecht Altdorfer illustrated this seismic moment in a famous, tiny 
panorama, embedding time's drama unforgettably in space. 

Others had located the changeover in time as well, apparently with compa- 
rable or greater precision. Jerome's Latin version of the Chronicle of Eusebius, 
the standard world chronicle of the Latin Middle Ages, set the Battle of 
Gaugamela in the year of the world 4871. It also set the birth of Jesus in the 
year of the world 5199, following the Septuagint text of the Old Testament. 
5199 - 4871 = 328 BC. Evidently, then, the pivotal moment around which all of 
world history turned had been established beyond reasonable doubt. 

Apianus tore Eusebius's reasoning apart with ease. The battle of Gaugamela, 
according to Plutarch, fell in the Athenian month of Boedromion, on the elev- 
enth night after a total eclipse of the moon (Alexander, 31). Apianus, without 

31 P.Apianus, Astronomicum Caesareum (Ingolstadt, 1540), I iii v: "Quod quidem tam grande 
malum sola ecleipsium cognitio emendare et in melius vertere potest. Per ecleipses enim omnia 
certos in annos reduci possunt, Christum praecedentes non minus quam sequentes." 
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giving any reasons, took Boedromion as the equivalent of the Julian month of 
June. But the only lunar eclipse that fell in the right general period and during 
June took place on 28 June 326 BC. The irrefutable evidence of astronomy, 
accordingly, showed that Eusebius, using traditional annalistic techniques, had 
gone wrong by some two years. Whether or not the eclipse was a portent-a 
point on which Apianus expressed no opinion-it fixed the date of the event 
which it preceded, and by doing so challenged the standard ancient authority 
on world history. Already at this early point, it seems, the eclipse was begin- 
ning to mutate in some forms of astronomical practice, from a sign into some- 

thing more like a fact-even though Apianus may well have seen it at the same 
time as retaining some of its symbolic content, as did the Old Testamentfigurae 
of the New Testament. 

In fact, opinions on these questions differed widely from state to state, 
university to university, and princely patron to princely patron. Melanchthon, 
though not, as used to be thought, the head of a sort of lodge of Protestant 

astrologers, was still an influential practitioner and theorist of the art. Yet even 
he began as something of a skeptic about heavenly portents. For an hour, on 
one very early morning in 1522, he refused to leave his desk and look out the 
window even though the night sky had suddenly become brilliant. He thought 
that a mere meteor shower had transformed night into day, and could not see it 
as portentous. Only after repeated experiences with the utility of portents, earthly 
and celestial alike, in propaganda, did Melanchthon become the passionate, 
proselytizing astrologer portrayed by most historians.32 No wonder, then, that 
astrologers and chronologers with some formal training in astronomy did not 
all see eclipses in the same way--or that, even as some continued to read eclipses 
as portents of the end, others began to treat them as nothing more than conve- 
nient markers that could divide the invisible stream of time itself into clearly 
identified, equal segments.33 

In the course of the 1540s and 1550s, as the new astronomical works of 
Copernicus and Reinhold reached print, more and more precisely dated eras 
and celestial events infiltrated the public sphere and entered into chronological 
debate. The Nuremberg chronologer Johann Funck, for example, followed the 
advice of his learned father-in-law Andreas Osiander when he used the "certain 
observations of Ptolemy" as well as "the irreprehensible authority of Holy Scrip- 
ture" to show that the popular ancient chronicle of Metasthenes the Persian, 
which had been published in 1498 by Giovanni Nanni of Viterbo and was much 
relied on, in his own day, by Luther, Melanchthon, and Bodin, deserved no 

32 See Zambelli, "Himmel fiber Wittenberg," and Claudia Brosseder, "Im Bann der Sterne: 
Caspar Peucer, Melanchthon und andere Wittenberger Astrologe" (Ph.D. diss., Ludwig- 
Maximilians-Universitiit Munich, 2002). 

33 See Barnes, Prophecy and Gnosis, esp. 150. 
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credence.34 And even a less dextrous reader of astronomical texts like Jacobus 
Curio insisted firmly that "Ptolemaeus non fallit."35 

The marriage between astronomy and philology, however, proved harder 
to consummate than bold programmatic claims and loud yelps of triumph may 
suggest. Any number of scholars competent in both philological and math- 
ematical studies set to work in this period to draw out the implications of 

Apianus's and Funck's corrections of the historical record. Some, perhaps most, 
found their inspiration not only in the technical belief that they could improve 
the study of history, but also in the conviction that great terrestrial events should 
have been accompanied by great celestial omens. Gerardus Mercator, for ex- 

ample, firmly believed that astrology offered the key to universal history. This 

explains why he undertook the massive and laborious task of collecting "all the 

eclipses, first those found in Ptolemy's work, then those in the historians," and 

comparing the intervals between them with the actual monthly motion of the 
moon. Unfortunately, Mercator's comparison revealed the insecurity of the 
whole enterprise: "I found that Ptolemy's computation corresponded to the truth 
at intervals. But some eclipses come too early, others too late."36 Mercator con- 
cluded that the moon's motion must include a hidden, and previously unknown, 
inequality-and that the eclipse records at his disposal could not provide a 
backbone for history after all. Applied to history, astronomy shockingly seemed 
to deconstruct itself. Practice evidently harbored dangers of an unexpected kind 
for theory. 

Mercator had in fact miscalculated-not his eclipses, but the worth of his 
historical sources. Like Copernicus, he seems to have followed Eusebius/Jerome 
and set the first year of the Olympic era in 775, not 776, BC. Dating the acces- 
sion of Nabonassar not by converting Ptolemy's Egyptian date for it, but by 
counting off 28 years from the Olympic era, he set that too a year too late. No 
wonder that he could not verify Ptolemy's eclipse computations. As Nicolaus 
Mulerius noted some decades later, "a wrong connection of years forced him to 

disagree with the astronomy of Ptolemy, Alfonso, and Copernicus, and invent 
for himself a whole new rule for the heavenly motions, though in every other 

34 J. Funck, Chronologia (Basel, 1554), II, 17: "Non potui melius invenire consilium, quam 
cuius me de hac re ambigentem ... Osiander participem fecit: nempe ut tempora ad certissimas 
Ptolemaei astrologi aeras ... accommodarem: initio sumpto a magna Nabonassaris aera, quae a 
cunctis Ptolemaei sectatoribus cum pro certissima, tum pro antiquissima omnium habetur." 

35 J. Curio, Chronologicarum rerum lib. ii (Basel, 1557), 31. 
36 G. Mercator, Chronologia (Cologne, 1569), e ': "Cum enim studiose eclipses omnes, 

primum quae in opere Ptolemaei extant, deinde quae apud historicos sunt, collegissem, et menstruo 
tempore dierum 29 horarum 12. 44. 3. 32 tanquam una et communi omnium mensura, intersti- 
tium a singulis eclipsibus ad singulas proximas dimensus essem, inveni hunc Ptolomaei calculum 
per intervalla veritati convenire, alias autem nunc deficere, nunc abundare, ut dubium non sit 
aliam quandam et maiorem esse lunae inaequalitatem sive simplicem sive compositam, quam 
quae epicyclo a Ptolomaeo invento restitui et aequari possit." 
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respect he was a most clever and painstaking man."37 As late as 1569, in other 
words, no royal road lay open to the creation of a technical chronology. 

The existing literature, of course, identifies Scaliger as the one who suc- 
ceeded in producing a new discipline. Certainly, his Opus novum de emendatione 

temporum, which appeared in 1583, offered elaborate and sophisticated treat- 
ments of any number of eclipses, for example, the ecliptic syzygy of 24 April 
750 BC. But Scaliger did not emphasize the special importance of eclipses for 

history, as Biinting would, or draw up a special canon of them. Moreover, he 

suppressed, for uncertain reasons, any reference to the man who actually laid 
the basis for this new field. By May of 1581 Scaliger, hard at work on what 
became the De emendatione temporum, had realized that he needed to see a 
book by a German "on correcting epochs in chronology," and asked his friend 
Claude Dupuy to find him a copy. In July he asked again, and on 4 September 
he finally sent thanks for the book, "lequel est fort bon."3 He never brought 
himself to mention the name of the author, Paul Crusius, or to cite his work 

formally. But Scaliger's contact with Crusius's work transformed his enter- 

prise. For it was Crusius, not Scaliger, who established the basic set of methods 
and identified the central problems that would occupy Biinting, Calvisius, and 

many others. 
Crusius, an expert astronomer, had published a treatise on the motion of 

the sun in 1567, basing his work on Reinhold.39 It is not surprising, accord- 

ingly, that he had worked out the relations between all the eras used by Ptolemy 
and other ancient astronomers, that of the Olympics, that of Nabonassar, and 
the rest, more successfully than Copernicus and Mercator. He laid these out in 
a splendid folding chart, dated to the year and the day as they would be in any 
modem work of reference.40 And he made systematic use of dated eclipses to 
confirm them. No fewer than five lunar and solar eclipses served to fix the date 
of the Olympic era, correctly, to summer 776 BC, while three more-the same 
three that would reappear in Biinting-fixed the Peloponnesian War to a firm 
armature of dates. Still others confirmed that Rome was founded in 753 BC.41 

Less brusque than Apianus in his approach to literary and historical sources, 
Crusius corrected his predecessor's hasty attempt to redate the triumph of 
Alexander over Darius. True, Eusebius and Jerome had misdated the event. But 
so had Apianus, since he made no systematic attempt to work out which eclipse 

37 N. Mulerius, Astronomia instaurata (Amsterdam 1617), 179-80. 
38 J.J. Scaliger, Lettresfranpaises inddites, ed. P. Tamizey de Larroque (Paris, 1879), 113, 

115, 117. 

39 P. Crusius, Doctrina revolutionum solis (Jena, 1567). John Dee's annotated copy of the 
book is in the British Library, 531.k.6. (3.). 

40 See Crusius, Liber de epochis seu aeris temporum et imperiorum, omnium facultatum 
studiosis utilissimus, ed. J.T. Freigius (Basel, 1578). 

41 See Grafton, Scaliger, II, 133-37. 
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of the moon preceded the battle of Gaugamela. Only the texts could provide 
this information. Plutarch and Pliny both recorded that the eclipse in question 
took place, "in Assyria," just as the sun was setting. This information enabled 
Crusius to fix the date without further ado: "astronomical computation shows 
that this eclipse was in the year 363 before Christ's death, on the 20th of Sep- 
tember, if we may pretend that the Julian year was in use in those times."42 The 
fact that a major astronomer, Callippus, began his calendrical cycle in the same 

year, neatly confirmed this argument. Since Crusius set Christ's passion, for 

computational purposes, on the midnight preceding 1 January 33 AD, one need 

only subtract 32 from his sum of years before Christ's death to see that the 
battle of Gaugamela actually fell in 331 BC-still a fundamental date for world 

history. 
Crusius, moreover, made clear that he took little or no interest in portents, 

celestial or otherwise. Discussing the origins of Rome, he mentioned a story 
told by the Roman antiquary Censorinus in his strange little treatise De die 
natali, written in 238 AD. Twelve vultures appeared when Romulus founded the 

city. According to Censorinus, one Vettius, "not ignoble in augury," told Varro 
that their appearance meant that the city, which had long since survived its first 
120 years, would last 1,200 years (17.15). After repeating this story, Crusius 
revealed his own, skeptical view of such predictions: "How much credence 
divinations like this deserve we need not work out here. We will occupy our- 
selves with historical questions."43 

Eclipses, accordingly, served Crusius as tools, but he took no special de- 

light in tying them to particular events. When he examined the two supposed 
eclipses that Tarrutius had connected to the conception of Romulus and the 

founding of Rome, he discovered that they had both been ecliptic syzygies 
only, "since the latitude of the moon at that point was such that it could not 
conceal any part of the sun's brightness from men, much less cover the sun as a 
whole." Accordingly, he decided that the ancients themselves must have gone 
wrong: "I suspect that Plutarch in these passages was following in the footsteps 
of others, who tried to investigate these times and motions a posteriore, as they 
say. But since they lacked a precise knowledge of the mathematical arts, they 
could not attain certainty."44 

42 Crusius, Liber de epochis, 19: "Hanc Eclipsin calculus Astronomicus fuisse ostendit, 
anno ante Christi mortem 363. Septembris 20 die, vesperi, si fingamus iis temporibus in usu 
fuisse annum Julianum." 

43 Ibid., 143: "Quantum vero hisce divinationibus tribendum sit, non est huius loci explicare: 
nos historica prosequemur." 

44 Ibid., 62: "Sed neutra harum synod6n ecliptica fuit, latitudine Lunae tanta existente, ut ne 
quidem partem aliquam splendoris Solaris hominibus auferre, nedum Solem totum obscurare 
potuerit ... Haec cum ita se habeant, suspicor in iis locis Plutarchum aliorum vestigia sequutum 
esse, qui tempora et motus a posteriore, ut vocant, conati sunt investigare. Verum exactiore 
Mathematicarum artium cognitione destituti, certitudinem attingere non potuerunt." 
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Even more striking is the brusque way with which Crusius handled one of 
the most celebrated celestial portents in all of ancient history. Herodotus re- 

ported, as every humanist and astronomer knew, that a solar eclipse had taken 

place when Xerxes crossed the Hellespont into Greece, in the spring of Olym- 
piad year 75.1 (480/79 Bc). Crusius did not even discuss the matter in his text. 
But in a crisp printed marginal note he pointed out that "this synchronism does 
not fit, for the eclipse actually preceded Xerxes' expedition or passage into 

Europe by a whole year."45 Two solar eclipses did take place near the time in 

question, one on 19 April 481 BC and one on 17 February 478 Bc. But neither 
fell in the same Olympiad year as Xerxes' crossing. Evidently Herodotus, or 
the source on which he relied, was simply wrong. More remarkably still, in 

period terms, Crusius stripped a great terrestrial event of its celestial omen, and 
went on his way rejoicing. Eclipses, in his view, were simply dateable celestial 
events that historians helpfully referred to. His practice normalized these por- 
tents. Scaliger-and Biinting, Calvisius, and the rest-had little to add to 
Crusius's findings except further computations of date, visibility, and duration. 

Sadly, Crusius nowhere explained his motives or his assumptions. But the 

very beginning of his work offers a hint about what these may have been. Set- 

ting out to provide students in all faculties with firm chronological benchmarks, 
he chose as a "certum & illustre quoddam principium" not the creation of the 
world or the birth of Jesus, but the Crucifixion, by which, as he remarked, 
"salvation was obtained for the human race."46 It seems at least possible that 
Crusius, like Luther, but unlike most of his colleagues in chronology, found his 
Christian beliefs incompatible with scrutinizing the heavens for omens. Paul, 
after all, had warned Christians not to observe the times, and Luther had ex- 

pressed his scorn for astrologers and all their works loudly and repeatedly, 
making clear that astral determinism could not be reconciled with either the 
freedom of Christians or the facts of history. Perhaps Crusius, unlike 
Melanchthon and Peucer and the rest, took these admonitions to heart, and set 
out to create a chronology that used the stars in their courses only as "marks of 
certainty," not as omens. 

Scaliger, Biinting, Calvisius, Petau, Joannes Temporarius and many others 
followed Crusius's lead, usually without mentioning him, and in many cases 
without realizing what they owed him. Writing in 1605, Calvisius took only a 
few lines to explain that a canon of dated eclipses formed the backbone of his 
introduction to chronology, and said nothing at all about their function as prodi- 
gies: 

45 Ibid., 57: "Nota. Movente e Sardibus Xerxe, Sol mane defecit verno tempore ante 
Gymnicum certamen Olympiadis 75. Vide locum in Herodoto. Non convenit synchronismus. 
Nam eclipsis illa toto anno praecessit expeditionem seu traiectum Xerxis in Europam." 

46 Ibid., 1. 
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Historians frequently record eclipses, and they are often inserted into 
accounts of the deeds of kings and emperors, in such a way that they 
usually provide the most certain testimony both about the length of 

any given king's reign and the true course of events. Eclipses are of 
infallible certainty, and they can be dated and demonstrated by astro- 
nomical computation for any period. And it turns out that historians 
describe a good many of them. I have computed 127 lunar and 144 
solar ones, and students of astronomy and chronology may test their 

industry by scrutinizing these.47 

In the age of the artes historicae and the first manuals of hermeneutics, as 
scholars became increasingly self-conscious about the need to test the fides 
historica of any given writer or any given statement, Calvisius simply asserted, 
with no evident fear of contradiction, that eclipses were the one sort of testi- 

mony that no one could deny.48 He could have learned this lesson from any of 
half a dozen chronologies that had appeared since Crusius's little book. It is 

tempting to suggest that Crusius's practices embodied what became the views 
of a silent majority-one already sick of predicted disasters that never man- 

aged to take place, or failed to do so on time.49 
But this clear-cut thesis goes too far. It seems certain that Crusius's work 

represented a new direction in chronology, one that had its origins in the work 

ofApianus and other earlier writers, and that flowered most impressively in the 
later syntheses of Scaliger and Petau. But not everyone who shared Crusius's 
technical skills applied them as he did. Writing only a few years before Crusius, 
Cyprian Leowitz charted all of history as a dance to the music of time-whose 
rhythms, he thought, were determined by the great conjunctions of Jupiter and 
Saturn that took place approximately every twenty years. He saw comets as 
both the causes of great disasters on earth and as omens of their imminence. In 
a "prognosticon," or pamphlet, that laid out the probable course of history for 
the twenty years after 1564, he made constant reference to eclipses. An eclipse 
of the sun in Cancer "produced a great war between King Louis of France and 

47 Seth Calvisius, Isagoge chronologica, in Opus chronologicum ad annum MDCLUXXXXV 
continuatum (Frankfurt, 1685), 105, from the text of 1605: "Eclipses frequenter ab historicis 
annotantur, et plerumque ita Regum et Imperatorum rebus gestis inseruntur, ut simul de diuturnitate 
imperii quorumlibet Regum et de veritate rerum gestarum testimonium certissimum praebere 
soleant. Infallibilis autem eclipsium certitudo est, et tempus et quantitas earumdem inveniri et 
abaco Astronomico quovis seculo recte demonstrari possunt: nec paucae sunt numero, quae ab 
historicis descriptae inveniuntur. Inter eas a nobis ad calculum revocantur 127. lunares et 144. 
solares, in quibus examinandis Astronomiae et Chronologiae studiosi industriam suam experiri 
poterunt." 

48 See Anthony Grafton, The Footnote: A Curious History (Cambridge, Mass., 1997), with 
full bibliography. 

49 Cf. Ottavia Niccoli, Prophecy and People in Renaissance Italy, tr. Lydia Cochrane 
(Princeton, 1990). 
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Charles, Duke of Burgundy"; a similar one in 1536 provoked Frenchmen and 

Burgundians to slaughter one another in Picardy, and threatened an invasion by 
the Turks in Leowitz's own day. Two more, in 1424 and 1433 respectively, 
announced the disasters that would soon afflict Bohemia.50 And a particularly 
severe solar eclipse, which Leowitz predicted would occur in Aries on 9 April 
1567, portended many ills. As Leowitz observed, "when any eclipse of the sun 
takes place in that sign of the zodiac, a good many disturbances generally take 

place in Germany and the Empire." In this case, he foresaw, among other ills, 
droughts so severe that rivers would dry up and crops would fail. His book sold 
well, and found reprints from Eastern Europe to England. The grave and eru- 
dite antiquary William Camden noted, in his copy of Leowitz, that parts of 

England had suffered tremendous heat and fires, apparently in 1567.15 Many 
astrologers and chronologers-and, perhaps, even more of their readers-con- 
tinued to date and study the impact of past eclipses, as Leowitz did, chiefly in 
order to predict the future.52 Perhaps it is not so odd, then, that Scaliger saw 
himself as an isolated, marginal figure, and bitterly joked that the De emen- 
datione temporum had been an intelligence test for his contemporaries-one 
that they had failed. In a certain sense, he was following a road less traveled by, 
even if he had many more skilled predecessors and companions than he admit- 
ted in his search for a royal road to past historical time. 

One point, at any event, seems clear. Ancient eclipses did not metamor- 

phose from omens into facts in the sophisticated, cosmopolitan world of Scaliger 
and his friends, the heroes of the mos Gallicus. It was in the Protestant lands of 
the Holy Roman Empire-the homeland of those unsophisticated believers in 
the Four Empire theory whose lack of critical sense Bodin scorned-that 
chronologers both discovered what remains their fundamental tool and wielded 
it in a new way, one that seems to demand to be called empirical. The mutation, 
moreover, occurred almost silently, as a change of practice. Perhaps this should 
not surprise anyone. This same world, after all, fostered the creation of a pio- 
neering, collaborative, interdisciplinary history of the church, the Magdeburg 
Centuries." In each case, renewed concentration on the precise history of learned 
practices has transformed long-held assumptions about the development of his- 
torical method. That alone may justify this study and the others that accompany 
it. 

Princeton University. 

50 C. Leowitz, "Prognosticon ab anno Domini 1564 usque in viginti annos sequentes," in 
Leowitz, De coniunctionibus magnis insignioribus (London, 1573), 33'- 34'. 

5' Ibid., 38 r. Camden's note, badly cropped, is in his copy of Leowitz's book, Huntington 
Library 59738: "Aestas sicissima ... Oswaldiae iuxta So ... fortuito igni confl ... 200 aedes, et 
ad M ... Southfolciae 37.15." 

52 See Barnes, Prophecy and Gnosis. 
53 Ssee Gregory Lyon's article in this issue and J.M. Levine, Dr Woodward's Shield (Ithaca, 

1991). 
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